Plants come in different shapes and all the colors of the rainbow! Today, we’re going to go on a rainbow scavenger hunt matching plants to our color collecting tray.

**What you’ll need:**
- Empty egg carton
- Crayons, markers or colored pencils. Using the colors red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, brown, and any other color you may have.
- A keen eye for matching colors

**Making your collecting tray:** Using an empty egg carton, color the bottom of each carton cell a different color of the rainbow. So one cell should be red, one orange, one yellow, one green and so on. Once all your cells are colored, with your guardian, go out to your backyard or a nearby park and begin your rainbow scavenger hunt.

**Activity:** With your guardian, head outside and try to find plants that match each color of your rainbow collecting tray. Be sure that you’re allowed to pick the plant material before you do and to only pick one leaf, flower or petal from a single plant. We want to make sure that these plants continue to grow and thrive and aren’t damaged! Were you able to collect all the colors of the rainbow?